CAPSM inspired cross-genre creation of new protest music and then, considering it valuable, used that music to build widespread support.
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In this article, I examine six artists: the folk artists John McCutcheon and Peter, Paul and Mary; the punk rock artists M.D.C. and Toxic Reasons; and the rock artists U2 and Bruce Cockburn. Several other artists in each genre produced protest music in response to interventions in Central America, most notably the folk artists Holly Near and Joan Baez; the punk rock artists Dead Kennedys and Reagan Youth; and the rock artists The Clash and Jackson Browne. In addition, cross-national, cross-language musical influence constituted an entire segment of protest music within CAPSM, especially with regard to U.S. tours of Central American artists and Spanish-language songs popularized in the U.S., as well as collaborations between U.S. artists and Central American artists in Central America. However, the stories of the artists on whom I chose to focus illustrate the reach of CAPSM by reflecting the signal flare strategy of CAPSM, the influence of witness testimonies on their music, and the subsequent conscious use of their music by CAPSM to reach a wide audience in the U.S.
1980s Folk
John McCutcheon's travels illustrate the politicizing influence of witnessing human rights abuses in Central America. He traveled to Central America, most often to Nicaragua, throughout the 1980s, befriending Central Americans who had been directly affected by the conflict and interacting and collaborating with local musicians. 12 After witnessing the effects of violence in Nicaragua, he wrote "No
Más!" and "Caught in the Crossfire." In the latter, McCutcheon remembered his interaction with a woman who had lost her family: "Her voice never trembled, her look never waned / As she showed me the photos in the solemn black frames / A cousin, a sister, a daughter, a son / Lost in the night or in the sight of a gun." 13 With this song, he recounted and publicized a verbal and visual testimony he himself had received, and with it created a musical testimony to transmit to listeners in the U.S. Rather than publish his testimony as a written account, he sang. McCutcheon reasoned, "People bring lots of different skills, access, and points of view to the table. As a musician, I have a microphone," and so he used it to reveal the truth of the Central American experience to the U.S. public.
14 Indicating the value of music to its cause, leading CAPSM organization Witness for Peace published an ad for John McCutcheon's music in its newsletter, and the folk music magazine Sing Out! published the music and lyrics to "No Más!" 15 Sing Out! was well known among folk musicians for its publication of the music and lyrics of contemporary folk songs so that readers could learn and perform the songs themselves. 16 In "No Más!" McCutcheon drew connections between violence in Central America and 11 With the term "protest music," I mean to convey the following definition of sociologists Rob Rosenthal and Richard Flacks: the music "implies, suggests, or openly states that existing arrangements are not natural, normal, or eternal, but the result of previous human decisions and arrangements, and thus susceptible to change, especially if those in a similar position band together to oppose those arrangements" (italics in original). In this context, I include both "music intended by its creators, at least in part, to help support a movement" and that which incidentally has the same effect, because both assist in mobilization -moving people to action within the movement. Stookey relied on the witness testimonies published in Sojourners to inform his perspective on the conflict, and his activism in response to it. He felt the magazine conveyed the truth about the violence, and wanted to share that truth. 22 Given the origins of the lyrics, Stookey credited the founder and editor of Sojourners, Jim Wallis, as co-author, illustrating his own knowledge of the impact of the witness testimony he had read in the article. He aimed to articulate his anger and sadness at the injustice in the lyrics of the song, concluding with a remark on the hypocrisy of a U.S. foreign policy rhetorically based on spreading democracy: "And kill the people to set them free / Who put this price on their liberty? / Don't you think it's time to leave / El Salvador?" 23 The final question invited the listener to consider the testimonial evidence presented in the song, adopt Stookey's perspective on the conflict, and emulate his active opposition. Stookey, Peter Yarrow, and Mary Travers began traveling to Central America the next year to witness the nature of the conflict for themselves. Travers participated in a human rights commission investigating the human rights abuses in El Salvador in 1983, having been, like Stookey, moved to action by Sojourners' reports. 24 Travers kept a diary during the tour and wrote, "We must declare to our allies and adversaries alike that political assassination is just not acceptable. We must declare it both in word and in deed." 25 In solidarity with their Central American allies, the trio traveled together to El Salvador and he illustrated the point of CAPSM's signal flare strategy -to witness the consequences of U.S. intervention -and the power of the film and its music to mobilize viewers through their identification with the contradiction between the promise of U.S. ideals and its activities abroad. Peter, Paul and Mary's experiences of reading testimony and witnessing conflict had been made possible by CAPSM organizations' signal flare strategies. The Sojourners organization was closely tied to Witness for Peace and Pledge of Resistance: Wallis co-founded both. Sojourners acted in tandem with these organizations primarily through its magazine's efforts to raise awareness about events in Central America among faith-based activists of the movement. Sojourners printed and publicized witness reports from solidarity activists who traveled to Central America with Witness for Peace and further called for signatures to the Pledge of Resistance. These tactics created the context in which Stookey wrote "El Salvador" and prompted the band to travel to Central America. Although Travers had been politically active since the time of the Civil Rights Movement, she remarked that the trip to El Salvador had changed her life. She wrote, "I had marched against the war in Vietnam, but I had never talked to the victims of human rights abuses outside of my own country."
30 After seeing and talking with people in El Salvador, she became more involved in political movements against the oppression. While she underwent a transformation through direct contact with Salvadoran refugees, Stookey had initially been most affected by the written witness testimonies he had read in Sojourners Magazine. The subsequent use by Sojourners of the song indicates an understanding of the potential of the music to recruit more activists. A review of the album on which "El Salvador" appeared emphasized the band's and Sojourners' hopes that the music would spark a renewed political consciousness in listeners, given "the strong commitment Peter, Paul and Mary have made to call their listeners to action. printed ads in multiple issues for a single record featuring "El Salvador." 32 The ad first explains that an issue of Sojourners inspired Stookey to write "El Salvador," demonstrating the impact the solidarity movement had on people who became aware of issues in Central America because of the work of the movement. Second, Sojourners promoted "El Salvador" as an "anthem for the movement against U.S. intervention in Central America," indicating that Sojourners used it as a tool to further engage readers and spread awareness of the violence and the movement against it. 33 Sojourners also sold the record through their magazine as a way to obtain financial support for its work. To that same end, Stookey donated a percentage of the profits to Wallis, and Peter, Paul and Mary released a single of "El Salvador" as a fundraiser for the Sanctuary Movement. 34 The band performed the song at each of their concerts, raising their fans' political consciousness and calling them to action. The fact that at times the band was booed as Stookey called for the U.S. "to leave El Salvador" speaks to the level of controversy this issue aroused in the U.S. public, but it also indicates that Peter, Paul and Mary's audience listened to the lyrics and actively chose their political positions based on the awareness those songs generated. The life of "El Salvador" therefore illustrates the power of witness testimonies to inspire action -in this case, the creation of a musical testimony -and the power of that action in turn to support the larger movement.
1980s Punk Rock
Through witness testimonies, punk rock bands like M.D.C. and Toxic Reasons likewise acquired knowledge about events in Central America and likewise translated that information and their ensuing anger into their music. These bands had connections to a monthly punk rock fanzine called Maximum RocknRoll, which published reports of the underground punk rock music scene as well as news reports in which punk rock performers commented on politics and related their political convictions to their music. 35 Contradicting misperceptions of punk rock as senselessly angry, the genre became increasingly political in the 1980s, and so did the magazine. Country reports detailing the music that populated different punk rock scenes were accompanied by witness reports of events in El Salvador, Guatemala, and Nicaragua. Columnists for Maximum RocknRoll made a point to discuss the magazine's identity as an alternate source of news about events in Central America: the mainstream media "can manipulate us all too easily because they know we aren't able to draw the line between their lies and their truths."
36 Maximum RocknRoll attempted to combat this cycle of disinformation by publishing the reports of its own volunteer staff members who traveled to report on punk rock scenes and ended up discovering much more about the political climate of the countries they visited. The magazine further called on punk rock artists not only to be aware of the violence, but also to do something about it. These punk rock artists used their music to promote truth and action, as the magazine did with its articles. David Dictor of M.D.C. commented on his band's motivation for writing songs protesting U.S. foreign policies toward Central America: they wanted to tell the U.S. 34 Stookey actually attempted to ensure that royalties would go to the magazine by crediting Sojourners as co-author, but organizations are not entitled to royalties. So, he credited Wallis instead. Stookey, e-mail correspondence with author. 35 Maximum RocknRoll was first published in 1982 by politically outspoken Tim Yohannan, known for his explicit insertion of left-wing politics into discussions of punk rock. The magazine enjoys wide circulation, with distributors throughout the U.S. and around the world. : "It's our turn in our generation to carry the weight on our shoulders and to sing the truth. Let us be heard," the band commented, remarking on the importance of conveying the reality of U.S. government activities. 39 The lyrics to one of the band's songs, "How Do You Feel," accompanied the interview. They read: "How do you feel in El Salvador / With armed guerillas at your front door? / American influence in your land / American guns in their hands." 40 Toxic Reasons saw their lyrics as truthful testimonies to current events, referencing details of those events to promote truth and action. Thus, the signal flare strategy permeated Toxic Reasons' music as well. Punk rock bands concerned with violence in Central America provided their listeners with knowledge of current events and critical perspectives of U.S foreign policies. Concert tours had the same goal as Maximum RocknRoll -to promote truth and action to large audiences. The magazine hailed Toxic Reasons for traveling the U.S. to forge an underground punk rock circuit with the power to influence their audience's perspective on current events. 41 Explaining their motivation in an interview with Maximum RocknRoll, the band members said, "If we are to have any influence on the power structures and they are to recognize this musical movement as significant, we must channel our thoughts and communications together to unite a growing national scene" and to that end called on readers "to be productive, support relevant bands, go to important rallies and support the underground media network." 42 Witness testimonies inspired the creation of protest music, as well as the desire to use that music to mobilize the U.S. public. In that vein, M.D.C. and Toxic Reasons, among others, went on "Rock Against Reagan" tours in 1983, 1984, and 1985. The tours were heavily promoted in Maximum RocknRoll with articles accompanied by ads for the music of participating bands, of which there were many; local bands often joined particular shows in support. 43 publicity and the music to get people involved in politics and political action. After the first round of tours, "all these other activists from around the country who wanted to rock against Reagan or wanted me to rock against Reagan" joined the tour as performers or audience members. 45 During the tours, Dictor commented, even people who had not previously been exposed to punk rock "really started understanding that there was a lot more going on than punk rock and wearing spikey hair, breaking glass. There was a certain element in punk rock that was fighting for intelligent change." 46 The musicians had to fight against misperceptions of punk rock music in order to make people understand not only their viewpoints, but also their particular messages about Central America. That they did during the tours, informing and mobilizing their audiences to become politically involved. Thus, the music of M.D.C. and Toxic Reasons, initially inspired by witness testimonies of human rights abuses in Central America, contributed to CAPSM by informing and mobilizing listeners through musical testimonies.
Record Labels and 1980s Folk, Punk Rock, and Rock
By working with smaller or independent record labels, punk rock artists like M.D.C. and Toxic Reasons could function without being constrained by commercial considerations, and historical developments did the same for folk artists like John McCutcheon and Peter, Paul and Mary. 47 The ancestors of folk songs, the Civil Rights Movement's "freedom songs," did not themselves become commercially successful, but they did contribute to the emergence of a new type of popular artist that could be commercially successful: the folksinger. Folk singers followed African-American spiritual and blues artists in writing anthems for the Civil Rights Movement before turning to the student movement of the 1960s and 1970s to write songs protesting the militarization of the U.S. epitomized by the Vietnam War. Young people expressed an interest in authenticity as opposed to the mass commercialization of both consumer markets and military values. These principles translated into an interest in folk music, whose artists shared the same distaste for commercialization. 48 Folk artists refused to "subordinate art to market demand," and for that they became not only popular, but also, ironically, commercially successful.
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Record labels saw profit in producing and distributing folk music because of the new market for it, and as a result, folk artists had "one foot in the streets and one in the market, telling it like it is, but still available through the commercial airwaves and on the largest record labels." 50 Even with the decline in popularity of folk music with the rise of rock, folk artists retained their authenticity and continued creating music throughout the succeeding decades. Changes in particular folk artists' styles to folk-rock and then to rock paralleled changes in student engagement from political protest to countercultural rebellion, and ultimately compromised the political freedom of rock artists. Sociologists Ron Eyerman and Andrew Jamison reason that rock's derivation from folk music offered the genre "commercial strength" and "cultural resonance." 51 Unlike folk, however, the commercial opportunities for rock music in the context of the disintegration of social movements in the 1970s led rock artists to assimilate into the very commercial culture that its ancestors had rejected. The financial success of rock on radio stations and of rock record labels meant that "new rules were imposed" for determining profitable genres, ones that were "no longer based on the counterculture's standards" and in fact were "not friendly to protests," according to sociologist Deena Weinstein.
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Mounting corporate control of music accessible to the public via radio, concert venues, and record production meant that artists of protest songs increasingly looked to radio stations, performance outlets, and record labels without the financial capital to warrant attention from mainstream media. 53 This applied to both folk and punk rock protest music. The underground media promoting protest music, including record labels like R Radical Records and Rounder Records, as well as Maximum RocknRoll, could boast its own growing audience, but it could not access the majority of rock audiences or the general public. Artists of protest music had become dependent on these media to survive, but since the goal was to maintain authenticity rather than become financially successful, the artists refused to compromise. For Toxic Reasons, for example, making music was not about making money; it was about conveying a message.
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Rock, however, had become dependent on the commercial industry in the 1970s. The constraints imposed by private, corporate interests in the cultural market, based on their perception of protest music as unprofitable, meant that rock artists' freedom was restricted. 55 Political scholar John Street writes that "the 'right' to be political can be granted and taken away by the organizations that produce popular music," as it had done when major record labels produced political folk music in the 1960s and turned away from it to apolitical rock music in the 1970s. 56 The popularity of rock music coincided with a shift away from political protest to countercultural rebellion, which was characterized by a more vaguely utopic aim. The resulting ambiguity and decreasing importance of the lyrics differentiated rock from folk. Folk music was marked by a focus on specific, first person lyrics, which artists often meant their audiences to sing in tandem, creating political positions in the listeners through the active identification with the narrative voice. Both John McCutcheon and Peter, Paul and Mary employed first person lyrics, in "No Más" and "El Salvador." Rock music rejected this narrative voice, as well as topical reference and lyrical specificity, in order to function in mainstream society. 57 It therefore also contrasted with punk rock, which, as M.D.C. and Toxic Reasons did, employed lyrical specificity regarding the events against which the artists were protesting. Rock artists of the 1980s tended to build their commercial popularity on politically neutral music catering to the financial interests of big record labels.
1980s Rock
In this context, being politically explicit constituted a risk. The fact that artists like U2 and Bruce Cockburn spoke out against U.S foreign policy in the 1980s illustrates how moved they were by their exposure to human rights abuses in Central America. 58 CAPSM prided itself on its ability to transmit testimonies from Central America to larger communities, and by doing so it inspired even commercially sensitive artists to risk financial instability with political music. After he traveled to El Salvador and Nicaragua with groups from Central American Missions Partners and Amnesty International, Bono wrote "Mothers of the Disappeared" and "Bullet the Blue Sky" for U2. He participated directly in CAPSM's strategy of witnessing conflict, and was moved accordingly. In El Salvador, he stayed with a group of guerillas in the northern part of the country. There, he met the Mothers of the Disappeared, "the courageous, outspoken collective of women that Archbishop Oscar Romero helped to organize in order to express grief and to publicize the disappearance of their family members." 59 Out of his experiences interacting with them came "Mothers of the Disappeared." He, like John McCutcheon, received and transmitted testimonies of violence to the U.S. public. The lament for the sorrow of the mothers in this song contrasts with the anger directed toward the cause of that sorrow in "Bullet the Blue Sky." Although "Bullet the Blue Sky" is one of U2's most explicitly political songs and condemns the U.S. government for its intervention in El Salvador, the lyrics are not overtly direct. Phrases such as "In the howling wind comes a stinging rain / See it driving nails into the souls on the tree of pain / From the firefly a red orange glow / See the face of fear running scared in the valley below" populate the song, but a precise reference to El Salvador never surfaces. 60 Music writer Dorian Lynskey divulges that Bono had brought to U2 "photographs and videos of the atrocities to inform the playing of the song, which he wanted to sound like 'hell on earth,'" but one of his band members advised him, "You'll ruin it for people if you give them images."
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U2 could minimize the risk of sacrificing popularity for politics by remaining less explicitly political in the lyrics and performances.
U2's protest music in response to U.S. interventions in Central America proved popular. The album on which "Mothers of the Disappeared" and "Bullet the Blue Sky" appeared, The Joshua Tree, topped Billboard Charts, earned spotlights in issues of the popular music magazine Rolling Stone, and sold enough albums to be certified at the highest levels by the RIAA. 62 Commentators in Rolling Stone hoped that similar music would "have the potential to organize a rock & roll audience into an optimistic political body, or at least to provide the right information." 63 The magazine implied that political rock artists' success could inspire other artists to regain their political footing, and inspire listeners to become more political themselves. Indicating that its lyrics were explicit enough to be useful to CAPSM, U2's The Joshua Tree was also given several pages in Sojourners after its release. U2's songs were utilized by Sojourners to fortify its members' resolve to protest in solidarity with Central Americans. Bono's travels to Central America, too, then, resulted in musical testimonies valuable to CAPSM.
Bruce Cockburn also traveled to Central America and created protest music in response to that which he witnessed. On a trip sponsored by Oxfam in 1983, Bruce Cockburn traveled to Nicaragua and to a series of Guatemalan refugee camps located in Mexico. 64 His brother had been working in solidarity with the Salvadoran guerillas and receiving and publicizing information about the conflicts in El Salvador and Nicaragua. 65 Thus, Cockburn had heard testimonies of the effects of violence in Central America, but he needed to witness those effects for himself before he would act. Oxfam invited Cockburn and several other Canadian artists to travel to Nicaragua to "observe, using the relative visibility that we have to educate the Canadian public to what we had seen." 66 Cockburn accepted the opportunity and entered the role of a witness in CAPSM's signal flare strategy.
Cockburn wrote songs such as "If I Had a Rocket Launcher" and "Nicaragua" in response to the devastation he witnessed in Nicaragua and the tales of terror he heard from the refugees in Mexico. He, unlike U2, did not refrain from political specificity in his protest music. In "Nicaragua," he sang "On the cliff the U.S. Embassy / Frowns out over Managua like Dracula's tower / […] / In the flash of this moment / You're the best of what we are / Don't let them stop you now / Nicaragua." 67 In these lyrics he references the U.S. government's violent disapproval of the Nicaraguan revolution, as well as a hope that the revolution would prevail despite U.S. aid to the contras. In testifying to specific current events through music, Cockburn considered himself more of a reporter than an activist, in line with CAPSM's conception of witness testimonies. 68 He stated of "Dust and Diesel," another of his protest songs about Nicaragua, "All I did was make a list of things that happened and put it to music." 69 His musical testimonies could inform the U.S. public of their government's actions while providing them with hope that, with determination and solidarity, the revolution in Nicaragua would outlast the war. When asked why he had written these musical testimonies, Cockburn revealed that witnessing provided the primary motivation. He stated that his trip to Central America "was very sobering. I had seen refugee camps on TV, and I certainly always paid attention to certain military things and the facts of war were certainly familiar to me, but to be among people who you know were the victims of the brutality that was going on in Guatemala at the time was very deeply affecting." 70 In fact, he told a Rolling Stone reporter desperate, echoes of the victims cry / If I had a rocket launcher, some son of a bitch would die." 72 He asked listeners to mobilize in response to the violence, relating his own testimony and using it to inspire action by others. Rock protest music in the 1980s not only represented a revival of politics in rock music, but it also had the benefits of commercial success and influence on social movements. Even Cockburn's politically charged songs were popular in the U.S., stealing prime spots on Billboard Charts for multiple weeks. 73 The placement of record reviews and interviews with Cockburn in Rolling Stone and in prominent newspapers like the New York Times also indicates the prestige garnered by his new releases. CAPSM organizations, too, saw value in Cockburn's music and put it to use. Sojourners published several articles about Cockburn's songs throughout the 1980s. The magazine publicized them as examples of "passionate involvement with the people of Central America" and praised Cockburn for his optimism in the face of a world filled with oppression. 74 Sojourners emphasized the connections between Cockburn's Christianity and the politics of his songs -the combination with which they sought to engage their readers, and the activists in the movement. The anger Cockburn conveyed in "If I Had a Rocket Launcher," paired with the optimism of his other music, promised readers of Sojourners that a better world might yet be born. Sojourners declared of Cockburn's music in particular, "…in these jubilant notes of hope as well as anger, we rejoice and struggle on." 75 CAPSM organizations saw the potential of Cockburn's musical testimonies to mobilize the U.S. public.
Protest Music as Uniquely Effective
Once the folk, punk rock, and rock protest music of the 1980s came into existence, it was able to reach a wide audience with a particular type of testimony about U.S. foreign policy. Whereas the inspiration for particular artists' protest music indicated the effectiveness of CAPSM's witness strategy, the popularity of the music and the use of the music by the movement's composite organizations indicated the music's effectiveness as a tool of CAPSM.
The power of musical testimonies to mobilize U.S. citizens in general, though, originates in the combination of the explanatory lyrics of the music and the unifying, emotional experience of listening to the music in a group setting. Stookey considers that "The closest thing to a common experience of emotion is music…when you add coherent thought or articulation of behavior [the lyrics] to music, you can lead a learning moment." In this context, "music can draw you to want to change the world around you, especially after singing with the musician and you come to desire what the lyrics call for." 76 The power of music to convey and create a shared understanding of experience is rooted in its words as well as its sounds, and thus it is unique among the art forms in inspiring shared experience. Protest music invites and unites participants in a social movement by articulating a particular perspective on society. Artists of protest songs "do more than just acquaint an audience with certain ideas and perspectives," though -"they're hoping to win us over to those ideas, to engender commitment to a perspective and the group that holds that perspective." 77 The call to action explicitly stated in the lyrics or implied in the music of a protest song can bind an individual to a particular cause, and inspire that individual to participate in protest to the fullest extent possible, despite the risks. Social movements used music as a distinctive means of shared experience and identity to solidify commitment, educate, recruit, and mobilize members in the Civil Rights Movement of the 1950s, the student movement of the 1960s-1970s, and CAPSM of the 1980s. During the Civil Rights Movement, civil rights activists sang together during acts of civil disobedience. As music became intertwined with the movement, it was charged with a new responsibility. The music articulated a new vision of U.S. society, and that vision contributed directly to the folk revival inspired by the music of the Civil Rights Movement. 78 In the 1960s, folk artists drew on the example of the Civil Rights Movement by promoting a culture of participatory democracy exemplified by its own acceptance of amateur musicians with a message. Music provided youth in the 1960s with "a basis of common understanding and common experience for a generation in revolt," as it had done for African-Americans and white Americans in the Civil Rights Movement. 79 Some scholars argue that 1980s rock discontinued this trend, partially because of the lack of a common cause. For instance, Weinstein argues that "one reason for the paucity of rock protest songs is the absence of mass protest movements during most of rock's history." 80 Yet, the U.S.
interventions in Central America offered rock artists an issue around which to mobilize. Thus, the crossgenre music of CAPSM continued the tradition of musical protest.
CAPSM's Success
John McCutcheon, Peter, Paul and Mary, M.D.C., Toxic Reasons, U2, and Bruce Cockburn may have represented different musical genres, performed in different venues, and boasted different audiences, but their music had in common an origin with CAPSM's witness strategies and a service to the movement in return. Their music helped to educate and mobilize U.S. citizens, as the organizations that put their music to use revealed. The organizations of CAPSM hoped that witness testimonies would educate and mobilize a wider public. With the aim of measuring the impact of the signal flare strategy on public opinion, Perla analyzed letters from U.S. citizens to President Reagan and concluded that CAPSM was uniquely effective in disseminating information. 81 Letters in opposition to his administration's foreign policies "highlight the powerful role of Central Americans' personal testimonios and the vital role of amplification played by human rights organizations" by demonstrating a deep understanding of the conflicts, actors, and victims, and by citing sources with strong links to Central America, such as religious organizations working with the poor. 82 Thus, CAPSM effectively utilized witness testimonies as tools of education and mobilization -informing the U.S. public of the complex realities of the violence in Central America, and prompting them as tax-paying U.S. citizens to pressure their government to alter its foreign policies. Musical testimonies were part of that process, framing the events in Central America in such a way that they promoted an alternative understanding of U.S. foreign policy to the one promoted by the government itself. CAPSM was unique in terms of its organizing strategies and effectiveness in mobilizing musicians to action, but its use of protest music continued a practice of social movements since the Civil Rights Movement. Music in the service of social movements, as summarized by Rosenthal and Flacks, provides analysis of social issues, disrupts basic assumptions about societal inevitabilities, organizes listeners' understanding of the world, develops collective identities and evokes solidarity, creates a space for listeners' emotional and cognitive growth, and generates energy. 83 U.S. interventions in Central America offered artists a new issue around which to mobilize: human rights. Folk, punk rock, and rock musicians were each motivated by the witness testimonies they read or by their travels to Central America, and decided to act. They came together in one movement to declare, "No más! No more!" The precise effectiveness of their declarations cannot be measured, but their influence can be surmised, especially with the help of the organizations that saw value in their songs and utilized them to build their support.
An End to CAPSM?
The current activities of the organization School of the Americas Watch (SOAW), rooted as they are in 1980s protests against U.S. support of violence and oppression in Latin America, call into question the terminus of CAPSM and its tradition of music in service to social movements. Numerous human rights abusers in Central America had been trained at the U.S. School of the Americas (SOA) in Fort Benning, GA, and thus the school itself became a target of protest. 84 Roy Bourgeois, a priest from Syracuse, infiltrated the SOA base at Fort Benning early one morning in 1991 and rigged up speakers to blast a recording of the last homily of Archbishop Romero, in which he had called on the military and paramilitary soldiers in El Salvador to lay down their arms. Bourgeois's act of civil disobedience and trespassing would earn him two years in jail, but it would also spark the founding of SOAW. SOAW has continued to protest U.S. financial and military support of oppressive regimes and repressive military units in Latin America, an issue at the forefront of the CAPSM in the 1980s. SOAW has also similarly embraced the relationship of protest music to the effectiveness of social movements. Folk singer Colleen Kattau became politicized by the actions of SOAW and found that at SOAW rallies, music takes center stage. Kattau became a part of the core of musicians who perform for and lead crowds in musical protests. She recorded her album Sing it Down: Songs to Close the School of the Americas in 1999 to educate listeners, draw them into the movement, prompt them to think about alternatives to war and violence, and thereby create a collective consciousness. 85 She believes that music is not only a tool for the movement, but it also has the power to engender hope by becoming a means of human expression in times of hardship. 86 As the music is performed at SOAW rallies, she sees it resonate with protesters -she has witnessed music create meaning for the movement, solidify the profundity of nonviolence, and bring protesters to an emotional summit at which tears run down their faces. 87 SOAW holds regular concerts and sells copies of Sing it Down to raise money, demonstrating that the organizers understand the power of music within the movement. Sandy O of emma's revolution, another core SOAW performer, said in an interview, "Not all movements understand the importance of music the way
